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During the past five years this writer has worked with over 200 

trumpet players ranging in ability from the total beginner to the advanced 

high schoul musician. She has found the concept of tonguing to be one of 
' 

the most difficult for students to comprehend. While working with these 

student~ she discovered that incorrect tonguing can lead to poor tone 

quality, bad intonation, and pitch inaccuracy. These in turn lead to 

over-a 11 poor performance and d ·i scouragement for student and teacher. 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss various methodologies of 

teaching correct tonguing procedures and their effectiveness in applica

tion. The topics to be included are; initial attack, importance of 

breath support, legato tonguing, staccato tonguing, rapid tonguing, 

double tc11quing, and. triple tonguing. 

Initial Attack 

There is some difference of opinion as to what is the most efficfont 

sy11ab1e to use when pronounced as part of an attack. Mendez suggests 

using tile sy11ab1c 11 too 11 for introducing tonguing to the beginner. He 

advises having the student think the word "too," then say it verbally, 

concm1trating on the tongue action. For the 111° of the syllable the 

tongue tip touches the back of the upper teeth. Flicking back, it 

· becom1?!s 11 too/1 keeµh1g the air directed at the lips.1 

Mend6z also advis~s having the student experiment with incorrect 

tong1.dng,.-p1ac'ing the tongue between the lips and getting a 11 thu 11 sound. 

1Rafa'e1 Mendez, Prelude to Brass Playing_ (New York: Carl Fischer, 
Inc., 1961), p. 30. 
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The writer would only follow this procedure in a case where the student 

did not understand the correct method. She feels that if a student is 

tonguing correctly it might become confusing to him/her to experiment 

with incorrect tonguing patterns e 

2 

In contrast to Mendez's preference of "too," Magnell advises using 

"ta~."2 and Erlenbach the syllable "taw."3 Magnell feels that the syl

lable 11 tah 11 has two main advantages. First, the 11 ah11 is an open vowel 

which will cause little restriction in the air column and is easy to 

enunciate. Second, pronunciation of the 11 h11 consonant assures that the 

student is using air from the lower regions of the stomach.4 Erlenbach 

has found that the syllable 11 taw11 has the advantage of 11 keeping the tone 
r:. 

free and Of:H:3,~ also preventing tension and constriction of the throat.";:} 

In cnncurrence with Erlenbach, the writer has found the syllable 11 tawt1 

of particular benefit when working with beginning trumpet players who are 

experiendng difficulty combining a full open tone with a proper attack. 

She has a.1.s.o found the pronunciation of this syllable helps to prevent the 

beginner from ending his/her tone w1th the tongue instead of the airstream. 

As a teacher of many young trumpet players, the writer found an arti

cle by Jenkins particularly applicable.6 He states that when teaching 

tonguing to beginning trumpet players the instructor must insist that the 

2t:1mer Maqne11, 1'Sound That 1Tah, 111 The Instrumentalist 17 (February 
1962): 58.. - -·=-,---~ 

19. 

'.:! 
.;Julius Er1enbacht "Tonguing/' The Instrume~ 26 (October 1971): 

4Magne11, "Sound That 'Tah, 111 p. 58e 

5trlenbach, •Tonguing," p. 19. 

6Mer1 in 1Jenldns~ 11 Development of the Physical Aspects of Brass Play
ings" ihe J~!i.~-~rtHi:f-n'!:~li§..! 24 ( January 1970) : 60-64. 
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student place the tongue high enough so it does not protrude through the 

lips or teeth. Placement wi11 vary depending on the re!lister and style 

of attack. Generally it should be in such a position that the upper teeth 

and/or gums can be felt with the tip of the tongue. The release of the 

tone should be made by stopping the breath an instant before the tongue 

is put back into position for the next attack. ~lith reference to attack 
' 

and release, Jenkins lists some of the most common faults among beginning 

students: 

l. attack made with the tongue between the lips 

2. a striking motion with the tongue against the upper teeth 
instead of placing the tongue in this position and merely 
withdrawing it to release the airstream 

3. stopping the tone with the tongue, usually with a 11 tut 11 

2rtku1atfon 

the inabi1 ity to p~oduce the various styles of a.ttack at 
all dynamic levels 

The writer has.frequently discovered another fault common to beginners--

.that of moving the jaw when attacking a note. She has found it helpful to 

have the student check his/her playing in front of a mirror to be certafo 

this is not happening. In regard to this, Jenkins feels that proper attack 

is most easily comprehended by the student through actual demonstration 

har. Through watching soxeone attack a note properly, the stu

dent will be able to observe the lack of jaw movement compared to his/her 

8 own. 

It is not uncommon for intermediate students to fall into the habit 

of attacking the initial note of a passage without use of the tongue. In 

this instance9 the student will attempt to start the note in the same 

? Ibid. s p. 60. 

8 Ibid. 
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manner as one would start a first note while whistling--with a gentle 

push of air. This type of attack is characterized by the sound of esca

ping air a fraction of a second before the note takes hold. The problem 

with such an attack is that the player cannot be certain when the lips 

will catch on the air stream and start vibrating.9 The writer has found 

this particular bad habit one of the easiest to correct if caught early 

and called to the attention of the student. It is important for the stu

dent to understand that by using the tongue for the initial note the lips 

will start vibrating at the exact moment they should. 

Importance of Breath Support 

The writer has found that without proper breath support a student 

will not be able to develop proper tonguing techniques. It is not her 

intention to delve into an in-depth discussion of breath support; she 

does feel it necessary to emphasize that along with proper tonguing 

techniques the student should be developing good breathing habits. In 

·regard tothis, Stanley feels that unless the air column is behind the 

tongue, the attack will not be clean. When explaining this _to a student, 

he uses the analogy that 11when you go to a drinking fountain, you know 

the water is behind the valve before you press it down. In other words, 

when you push the valve down you do not start the pump. Breath support 

must precede the tongue motion. 1110 

The writer has found it helpful to tell her students to try to feel 

the air pushing against the tongue just before the attack. Feeling the 

9Philip Farkas, The Art of Brass Playing (Bloomington, Indiana: 
Brass Publication, 1962), p. 45. 

10oonald Stanley, "Articulation on Low Brass Instruments," Getzen 
Gazette, August 1973, p. 4. 



air pushing do1,vn 011 the tongue is a suggestion which has also worked to 

produce clean, well-supported attacks. 

Legat_?_ Ton9uirlJ1_ 

Legato tonguing is defined by Irving Bush as "single tonguing which 

is employed in Legato or slurred passages and also when the phrase is . 

notated with a slur mark and the notes have dots above them. 1111 
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The writer has found the syllable "doo" to be the most efficient one 

to use when helping a student develop good legato tonguing patterns. 

Farkas states that the syllable 11doo, 11 

should be enunciated with the tip of the tongue in exactly 
the same spot behind the teeth as it is for the syllable 11 too." 
The difference is in the suddenness with which the tongue is 
moved.. For the ''too" sound, the tongue is pulled down fast and 
rattmr forcible;, at the same t'irne~ the air pressure is applied 
with enough force to produce the desired amount of mild 11explo
sfon.11 For the 11 ctoo 11 attacki the tongue tip is pulled away 
more slowly and gently with less pent-up pressure beh'ir1d it.12 

In contrast to the above, Magnell feels that the syllable "dah" is 

more effective and e,;;,sily executed than the syllable 11doo 11 for tonguing 

legat0 passag~s.13 

While \'JOrking with six intermediate trumpet players the writer found 

that each had a sy11ab1e which he/she preferred to use in passages requir

ing the use of 1egato tonguing. Four of the six preferred 11 doo 11 and bm 

felt "dah 11 to be the more comfortable syllable. Each had im acceptable 

legato style for his/her level~ It was the opinion of the writE.ii~ that those 

who used the sy11ab1f~ 11 doo 11 had a more open, full quality to their tcme. 

12farkas!) I~A1::t_of Bra.~~-.. .EJa_Yi_n..,,q_~ Pe 47. 

13Magne11, ~sound That 1Tah 1 'H p. 61& 

http:passag~s.13
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One of the important aspects of correct legato tonguing is the devel

opment of breath support. Porter states: "both breath and tone in legato 

work havf: to be completely under the consciously ·controlled management of 

the player to obtain the desired effect. 1114 

The ah~ column should be used exactly as if the individual were slur

ring--constant and even. Simultaneously the syllables should be pronounced 

softly and as rapidly as possible. 

S~_ccato T_~ngu_i!l.9. 

Farkas defines a staccato passage as "one in which the notes are 

separated from ea.ch othfr by periods of silence. It does not mean as 

short as possible~ but only relatively shorter than the normal value of 

the' note. 1115 Schmid feels that "staccato means only a separat~on betueen 

rn:rtcs, The amount of separation wi11 be controlled by the value of the 

note, the tempo and the style of the music. 11 16 

One of the deterinining factors in producing a true staccato according 

to Farkas, is 11 how the note is released, not how it is attacked. 1117 He 

feels that the release of a short note is often the point of.technical 

failure. If this is the case, the player will attempt to get shortness 

11 by stopping the vibration with the tongue--' tut-tut-tut. 1 The abrupt 

stoppuge Gf the tone produces an unnatural and unmusica1 quality. 1118 He 

14Maurice Porter, The Embouchure (London: Boosey and Hawks, 1967), 
p. 96. 

15Farkas, :L!l~_fltt of Brass Play~q_, p. 47. 

16w. Schmid, 11 Brass Articulation, 11 The Instrumentalist 21 (August 
1967): 84. 

17Farkast The Art of Brass_P1i!,yjng_~ p. 47. 

i8Il C ' A"" _2_1_0_. ~ p. '+I • 
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suggests instead of "tut" (which has the effect of stopping a note dead) 

or "too!! (which may allow it to rin9 too long) use the enunc-iation 11 tuh. 11 

This syllable does not allov: the tongue to go ba·ck up into its preparatory 

position, where it would stop the flow of air. 

Schmid raises two points of caution. First, 

the student should not constrict the throat to control the air 
, fiow. Th'i s constr·i ct ion is detected by a grunting or other 

throat sound. Secondly, the flat part of the tongue should 
not be used to stop a note. This fault is characterized by a 
"too-it 11 sounct. 19rf only the tip of the tongue is used, this 
can be avoid<:!d. 

When confronted with a student who appeared to be constricting his 

throat, the writer suggested he try the syllable 11 taw. 11 This seemed to 

have the effect of keeping the throat open for the duration of the note. 

For him, the syllable 11 tuh, 11 as suggestGd by Farkas was too close to 11 tut 11 

and he frequently regressed to stopping the tone with his tongue. In 

another case, the student was in the habit of doing all of her tonguing 

with the flat part of the tongue, We started with the syllable "tee" for 

all notes long and short. Eventually her tonguing improved considerably. 

This latter problem is an excellent exdmple of how deeply i~grained habits 

become. 

Another problem which the \<Jriter has encountered is the habit of clos

ing the lips at the end of a staccato note. This problem is characterized 

by a ntupll sound. K1einhammer states that in a case such as this one the 

p 1 ayer 'is a 11 ovri ng thri embouchure aperture to close after each emission 

of sound. This procedure detracts from the tone quality and pitch accuracy 

of the player. The student must realize that the embouchure aperture 

should remain formed for the duration of the note. The air supply will 

19schmid, !!Brass Articu1ation,,ll p. 84. 
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determine the length of the tone. This problem is characterized by jaw 

and lip movement in a chewing motion. Kleinhammer suggests using a mirror 

to overconK~ this problem. The writer has found 'this suggestion to be most 

helpful and effective. 20 

Rapid Tongui1!.9. 

· For the development of rapid tonguing Farkas lists four necessary 

ingredients: 

1. Focus the lips very carefully and precisely on the desired 
pitch. 

2. Move tongue in an up-and-down direction from a position 
back of tl1e upper front teeth s not in-and-out between the 
teeth. 

3. The stroke of the tongue should be made very short. In the 
interest of speed. the brass player should practice tonguing 
with as little motion as possible. When done correctly, the 
main body of the tongue remains motionless. while only the 
tip flicks up and down for as short a distance as is con
sistent with the volume and speed desired. 

To produce a clean crisp attack, use the sy11ab1e "tuh. 11 

After the inHial note use the syllable 11 duh 11 or "thuh. 1121 

This writer has found that fast tonguing presents little problem to 

the advanced student who practices conscientiously. It is ~ecessary that 

he/she have a good command of tenuto tonguing before it is attempted. The 

fi!:J'ii~~,~tQ2-9.. con ta h1s exce 11 en t ex ere i ses for the deve 1 op:nent of rapid 

tonguing technique. 22 

Double and Triole Tonauinq _____ ____.._ ___ ___,_, - -~, .... 

Double tonquing is defined by David Peters as 11 a rapid type of 

20Edward K1einhammer, The Art of Trombone Playing_ (Evanston, Illinois: 
Summy--Birchard, 1963), p. 64. 

21 Farkas, The /\rt of Brass Pla.yi~, pp. 48-49. 

22 ( Arban, Complete Conservatory Method, New York: Carl Fischer, 1936). 
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articulation which enables the wind instrument player to play faster than 

with normal single tonguing. 1123 The first step in teaching double tonguing 

to a student is to introduce him/her to a group ·of syllables such as tu-ku, 

ta-ka, da-gu, tee-kay, gi-di, and ki-tee. Any of these place the tongue 

in the approximate position desired. The student should verbally repeat 

these sounds until he/she can control the tongue, then try to adapt what 

he/~he has learned to the instrument~ At this point the teacher should 

make certa.in that the student is not trying to speak into the instrument. 

According to Peters, this is one of the first mistakes made by students 

who are learning to double tongue. The result 1s a closed throat which 

in turn leads to poor tone quality. This can be avoided by having the 

student say the tu-ku sound three or four times and then move his/her 

tongne in the same manner while blowing a1r.24 

The writer has found another mistake which should be avoided by stu

dents whc1 o.re starting to double~ tongue: moving the embouchure for each 

note. Frequently, students ~1th stable embouchures start to move their 

lips and jaws when they start double tonguing. Any visible movement on 

the front of the face should be corrected immediately. 

Double tonguing passages can be tongued using either 11 tu-ku-tu-ku 11 or 

''ku-tu-ku. 11 The student should practice both ways so he/she can obtain 

the same sound on the "ku 11 as on the "tu." This will also help him/her 

to attain the desired evenness. 

The student should start his double tonguing exercise in mid-range 

at a mf to f dynamic level. Many students have a tendency to start too 

')3 
L David Peters. 11 Double Tonguing," The Instrumentalist 24 (March 

l 9h0) • 6? - --~-. ...,.,-~-~--
a..J ... • I ,.. «- • 

2li •J-9..i_c_!_. , p. 63. 
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softly and should be encouraged to use more air. The teacher must make 

certain that the student does not associate tonguing harder with blowing 

harder. When the student over-accents his/her tonguing, the sound becomes 

choppy and uneven. When tonguing normally and adding more air, the volume 

is increased easily without the uneven side effect. After some proficiency 

is gained the upper and lower registers can be approached. An Eb concert 

scale has a good range and key to practice double tonguing on trumpet. 25 

Before attempting to double tongue rapidly the student should strive 

first for acc11racy. The first few weeks of practice should be done slowly, 

preferably with the use of a metronome. The column of air should be con

tinuous, with the tongue and syllables enunciated clearly and quickly, 

making certain the "ku" is articulated as strongly as the "tu" syllable. 

The speed at which the player is double tonguing should be governed 

by hi s/hr:r accuracy. Extremely fast tempos shou1 d not be attempted too 

soon. Evf~n when double➔ tonguing proficiency is acquired the player should 

continue to begin at a slow speed and gradually accelerate. Double tongu-

·ing practice should be combined with all types of articulations. If there 

is a problem, it may help the student to slur the passage first, making 

certain the articulation is clear. Then he/she can add the correct tongu

ing articulation. 26 

When a student should start double tonguing is, as with all other 

decisions in teaching, not based on one factor. Following are two guide

lines wh'lch may help the instructor to decide if the studt?nt is ready: 

1) the embouchure must be stable, and 2) the student must be able to 

2f:;Ibid. 

26sush, Artistic Tn:1..mpet Technfque _and Study~ pp. 64-65. 
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single tongue we1L 27 

According to Peters, a student should have started double tonguing 

before reaching high school. A good general rule is to 11start the student 

on double tonguing bJc to three years after he/she begins playfog. By 

this time his/her embouchure and single tonguing should be adequate enough 

to move on to double tonguing@ 1128 

Triple tcngLdng is used when the notes are grouped in triplet form 

and the tempo pruhibits the employment of single tonguing. The most popular 

triple tonguing articulation is 11tu~tu-ku. 11 Some players use 11 tu-ku-tu 11 

while others find ntu~ku-tu-ku-tu-ku" to be the most effective. Advanced 

players find it advantageous to use the articulation which best befits the 

passage to be played. 29 

As -in doub1::c tonguing, accuracy and clarity are the initial primary 

objectives. Speed should be attempted after these prerequisites are mas

tered~30 

It is recommended that the student practice triple tonguing with a 

very crisp emmdation of the syllables. Simultaneously the air column 

should be sustained as in holding a long tone. If properly -executed. the 

sy11 ab 1 es win cause the necessary separation between the notes. To assure 

cla.rity of emmciation it is also advisable to practice the sy11ab1es play

ing them extremely sta.ccato. 31 

27Peters, "Double Tonguing," pp. 62-63. 

28Ibid. _..,.., ... 
29Bus h ~ ~v:!l§=t_i£~2!2~~~~ ~n~_j!udl,, p. 65 e 

301~1..~q p. 66. 

31 Ibid~ 
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For the study of double and triple tonguing, Farkas advises using the 

Arban Method. This book can be obtained in either treble or bass clef, 

which makes it practical for all the brass instruments. It contains 

extensive exc~rcises for both double and triple tonguing. 

To attain clarity and speed double and triple tonguing must be prac

ticed daily. Farkas has established a practice procedure which applies 

to b'oth: 

Using the Arban M~thod, first play through the exercise as 
rapidly as possible single tonguing. Secondly, play through 
the same exercise at exactly the same speed this time either 
double or triple tonguing. The third time, play through the 
same exercise either double or triple tonguing as fast as it 
can be played evenly and clearly. The fourth time play abso
lutely Bij"fast as possible, even to the point where control 
'fS 1ost,-.1l 

Farkas fee1s this last "reckless tempo is needed to improve the day

by-day spead. 1133 He iilso advises using a metronome for daily practic0 

sessions. 

For both doub1~ .and triple tonguing it is of absolute importance that 

the student strive first for accuracy and clarity, and secondly for speed. 

Also necessary in both cases are adequate compression and proper air sup

port. Finally, each type of tonguing must be practiced daily in order 

to achieve the utmost results.34 

Summ~ 

In summary, it should be stated that proper tonguing and breathing 

techniques must both start on "day one" of the student 1 s instrumental 

experience. The teacher can not assume that the student will come 

32Farkas, The ft.rt of Brass Pl a.'{ing, p. 51. 

33 Ibid. 

34Ibid. 
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natura11y by either one. In rega,rd specifica 11y to tonguing~ improper 

habits can lead to bad intonation, pitch inaccuracy, and poor tone quality. 

The teacher should make certain that the student is using only the 

tip of his/her tongue, and that the tongue is touching the roof of the 

mouth, not coming between the teeth. In the early stages of playing, a 

student should develop a practice routine which includes both staccato 

and'legato tonguing. At all stages, both student and teacher should 

watch to sea that there is minimal jaw movement. As stated previously, 

a mirror is most effective for preventing this. 

The employment of double and triple tonguing should be started when 

both teacher and student feel embouchure placement and single-tonguing 

arewe11 under contro1. The teacher should make no demands for speed in 

the e?rly stages of both double and triple tonguing. 

It 'ls of utmost importance that the teacher be aware of the student I s 

potential, intellectually and musically. He/she must keep in mind that 

each student is an individual who will learn as well as work at a differ,,mt 

pace. In the long run, the main goal of any teaching experience must be 

to produce a positive musical experience for the average as,we11 as the 

gifted child. 
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